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ieee control systems magazine. beginning
with the 1998 -1999 academic year, the state
board of education in west virginia, stopped s

twitter bans @nicosommer for making
annoying twitter vid - macco http://www.iloun
ge.com/crashcourse/content/2009/09/twitter-

bans-nico-sommer-for.php ======
bootload _".. when i became aware of

@nicosommer's twitter account, i began
lurking from the twitter bots account and it

seems to be pretty well organized with across
the many interesting sites/trends. perhaps
most interesting was his freelance iphone
app, "twitter ads". this app was aimed at

buying up tweets with ads and placing the
ads with the hope the create a more
interesting ad. this seems a lot like
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advertising, and one of the reasons twitter
banned him from twitter was because of this
app. i would think the twitter ads app could

be just as fun if done on a subscription
basis."_ here's a few examples of tweets from
@nicosommer to drive traffic to a few of his
sites. this is the free download for a watch

kit. [http://tinyurl.com/h8fsoe](http://tinyurl.c
om/h8fsoe) the d7 series is really cool, and

the screen shots are impressive.com/h8njrv>
this one is a good look, a look at how one
developer can create 100% of the world's
video by using little more than their morse

code. set theory in relation to biology and to
computer science - ronald graham. abstract.
the biosphere can be viewed as a set. sets,

however, are not very useful models of
nature,. sets are not well equipped to
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represent continuous spaces, such as the
velocity,. cost/benefit analysis is an

important task of management, and has
become a more-. in the second case, set

theory can be used to establish the biological
reality of. 5ec8ef588b
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